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Naomi Swanson and Bradley Dobrov have a perfect life. They live in her stunning NYC Tribeca loft, are
madly and passionately in love. She’s got a successful career on Wall St. and he’s a hot Russian model. But
when a mysterious man at her gym starts confiding stories about his sexually adventurous ex-girlfriend and
her new beau, who just happens to be named Bradley, old insecurities surface in Naomi, driving a wedge in
their relationship. From hidden speakeasies to luxury high rises, Russian dance parties to winter blizzards, the
couple navigate New York City, as mystery after mystery unfolds and they start to suspect their break-up is no
accident. A colorful cast of rich and hilarious characters appear to help them on their way, including: Cuban
Manny, the luckiest guy in New York; Lorraine, an aging Broadway Baby and surrogate mother to the two
lovebirds; Luba, the hot Russian model, ready to step right in and climb Mt. Bradley; and hard-drinking Viktor
and sultry Natalia, siblings who believe Naomi and Bradley are their soul mates.
Can they get past their broken hearts? Who’s this mystery man and what does he have to gain? Naomi &
Bradley star in Vodka & Vice, a new romantic comedy series co-written by two successful authors: Angela J.
Conrad and Kathleen Hesser Skrzypczak. The books finish in cliffhanger endings and should be read in order.
Book 1: Naomi & Bradley, It All Comes Down… Book 2: Bradley & Naomi, …To Me & You! They’re
books in a continuing series of hot Russian men, gorgeous women, cutthroat Manhattan real estate deals, and

rich adversaries. Guaranteed more books in the series to follow, join our lovers on their steaming hot, comical
journey.

